Chapter 25 Imperialism Quiz..............Merry Christmas!

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____	1.	What was the immediate cause of the Sepoy Mutiny?
a.
widespread political imprisonment and random executions
b.
the requirement that Indian soldiers bite off the end of an ammunition cartridge greased with animal fat
c.
the requirement that the sepoys practice sati
d.
the refusal of Hindu priests of Delhi to support Christian rule in India


____	2.	Before 1858, British imperialism in India was carried out by the 
a.
British government.
c.
British East India Company.
b.
Indian Civil Service.
d.
British National Congress.


____	3.	The Meiji Restoration refers to the
a.
peace process between China and Japan in the late 1800s.
b.
period of unrest in China that preceded the 1911 revolution.
c.
Japanese emperor’s return to power.
d.
rebuilding of Japan’s imperial cities.


____	4.	Which best describes political motives driving the new European imperialism in Africa?
a.
European leaders believed that controlling colonies would gain them more respect from other leaders.
b.
European leaders wanted to develop industry in Africa and reap their profits.
c.
Population decline led European countries to look to Africa for workers to fuel industrialization in home countries.
d.
Europeans believed they had much to learn from Africans.
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____	5.	Study the map titled “Imperialism in Africa.” Which country was the first to seize land in Africa?
a.
France
c.
Portugal
b.
Belgium
d.
Italy


____	6.	Study the map titled “Imperialism in Africa.” By what year had almost all of Africa been colonized?
a.
1850
c.
1912
b.
1880
d.
1940


____	7.	Which of the following was one factor that allowed European nations to extend their control over Asia and Africa after 1800?
a.
military advantages such as superior weapons
b.
the rise of great empires in Asia and North Africa
c.
the superiority of European trading networks
d.
European democratic traditions


____	8.	What led the British government to take control of India from the British East India Company?
a.
the Mughal Revolt
c.
missionary impulses
b.
the spice trade
d.
the Sepoy Mutiny


____	9.	Why did Britain begin exporting opium to China?
a.
to prevent opium from going to British subjects
b.
to change the balance of trade in favor of Britain
c.
to make colonization of China easier
d.
to improve the health of Chinese citizens


Matching

Select the letter of the term, person, or place that matches each description. Some answers will not be used.
a.
José Martí
j.
imperialism
b.
Leopold II
k.
Treaty of Nanjing
c.
Treaty of Kanagawa
l.
Antonio López de Santa Anna
d.
swadeshi
m.
Sun Yixian
e.
sati
n.
Raj
f.
Benito Juárez
o.
Ram Mohun Roy
g.
Social Darwinism
p.
Victoriano Huerta
h.
French Indochina
q.
sepoys
i.
Yuan Shikai


____	10.	Stated that certain nations or races are more fit than others 

____	11.	The process of one people ruling or controlling another

____	12.	British rule in India

____	13.	Indian soldiers who fought in the British army

Short Answer

	14.	What two factors allowed European nations to extend their control over Asia and Africa after 1800?

	15.	Why did the British smuggle opium into China starting in the late 1700s?

	16.	How did reforms under the Meiji affect Japanese industry?

	17.	Who won the Spanish-American War, and what did that country gain?
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Answer Section

MULTIPLE CHOICE

	1.	ANS:	B	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.1.2

	2.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.1.2

	3.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.2.2

	4.	ANS:	A	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.3.1

	5.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.3.2

	6.	ANS:	C	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.3.2

	7.	ANS:	A	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.1.1

	8.	ANS:	D	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.1.3

	9.	ANS:	B	PTS:	1	DIF:	2	NAT:	25.2.1

MATCHING

	10.	ANS:	G	PTS:	1	DIF:	1	NAT:	25.3.1

	11.	ANS:	J	PTS:	1	DIF:	1	NAT:	25.1.1

	12.	ANS:	N	PTS:	1	DIF:	1	NAT:	25.1.3

	13.	ANS:	Q	PTS:	1	DIF:	1	NAT:	25.1.2

SHORT ANSWER

	14.	ANS:	
Advances in weapons technology gave Europeans a huge military advantage. The great empires of Asia and North Africa—including the Mughal Empire in India, the Ottoman Empire in North Africa, and the Qing dynasty in China—were weakening, and Europeans took advantage.

PTS:	1	DIF:	3	NAT:	25.1.1

	15.	ANS:	
China exported tea to Britain in return for silver, but had no interest in British imports. The British were distressed by this imbalance of trade. There was a great demand for opium in China, so Britain began importing opium into China. They continued to smuggle it in after the Chinese government banned its import.

PTS:	1	DIF:	3	NAT:	25.2.1

	16.	ANS:	
The government financed the infrastructure necessary for a modern industrial economy. It built telegraph lines, set up a postal service, established a national currency, and built a railroad system. By the 1890s, the Japanese economy was booming. Between 1895 and 1915, manufacturing grew more rapidly in Japan than in the United States. Japan was quickly becoming one of the world’s great industrial powers.

PTS:	1	DIF:	3	NAT:	25.2.2

	17.	ANS:	
The United States won the Spanish-American War. As a result, it took control of Puerto Rico and Guam, purchased the Philippines for $20 million from Spain, and made Cuba a protectorate, which allowed the United States to intervene in its foreign affairs and lease land at Guantanamo Bay for a naval base.

PTS:	1	DIF:	3	NAT:	25.4.2

